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Abstract 

Although time to event such as survival is the most objective clinical endpoint for many trials especially 
oncological drugs, it often requires substantial follow up time.  How to design trial to speed up the drug 
development process while demonstrating efficacy and safety reliably remains to be a challenge.  For 
example, the recent draft FDA guideline for accelerated drug approval in breast cancer requires  a two-
stage evaluation of new candidate drugs, namely, demonstrating treatment benefit in pathological 
complete response (pCR) for accelerated approval and ultimately in disease free survival (DFS) or 
overall survival (OS) for full approval.  This process can be viewed as an adaptive design of two stages 
with both a categorical endpoint and a survival endpoint.  In this talk, I will describe a nonparametric 
approach for combining a quantitative endpoint (pCR) and time to event data to provide a unitary 
summary of the treatment effect.  The asymptotic properties of the proposed estimate will be derived first 
and then a Brownian motion process is formulated on the test statistic on the joint effect.  Finally the 
adaptive designs based on a novel sequential procedure are proposed to address the drug development 
problem.  This research is in collaboration with Huazhen Lin. 
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